An agronomist based in north Suffolk
highlights issues of concern.
The agricultural supply industry has been busy preparing to cope with disruption
that could ensue come March the 29th. Much of the supply industry operates on
a ‘just in time’ principle, so many of companies have been packing warehouses
and renting extra space in anticipation. On the whole the industry is ready to roll
with some suppliers reporting that 90 per cent of their spring products are now
across the Channel and in the UK.
So far 2019 has been notably dry. January only recorded half its normal average
rainfall and February, known for ‘fill dyke’, was actually one of the driest months
of the year in East Anglia. So we may well be looking at a potential water crisis.
Many larger farms which irrigate rely on being able to pump water from nearby
rivers into holding reservoirs during the winter months. This is overseen by the
Environment Agency and only allowed once the rivers have reached a certain
‘flow rate’. In many cases these flow rates have not been met and many
reservoirs remain empty or far below their required level. On top of this, some
extraction licenses have been halved through measures brought in by the
Environment Agency under the ‘River Basin Management Plan’.
This legislation was introduced during 2015 and is designed to
protect the abstraction water supplies to the public water main.
So, what’s the potential impact of all of that? Well for those growing salads,
potatoes, carrots, onions, herbs, - irrigation plans are already having to be
changed. If water becomes an even tighter resource expect some expensive veg
in the supermarkets!
As I write, the NFU Sugar Board is meeting to consider the future of this
important crop. Twelve of the 19 EU countries which grow sugar beet have
announced that they will continue to support the use of neonicotinoid seed
dressings on their crop. With the UK ban on these materials now firmly in place
this puts our growers in an unenviable position, potentially unable to grow
financially competitive crops due to the risk of virus diseases that can threaten
crop yields by up to 47 per cent. And in the background is a marked fall in the
world price of sugar by almost 50 per cent. No one can predict the level to which
farm yields will be affected, but with British Sugar’s parent company (ABF)
posting huge losses in profitability for this sector, the eyes of many are watching
carefully.
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